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ON THE HIGHER ORDER EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR
WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS
MAREK GOLASIN´SKI AND THIAGO DE MELO*
Abstract. We extend the notion of the exterior Whitehead product
for maps αi : ΣAi → Xi for i = 1, . . . , n, where ΣAi is the reduced
suspension of Ai and then, for the interior product with Xi = Jmi(X)
as well. The main result stated in Theorem 3.10 generalizes [12, The-
orem 1.10] and concerns to the Hopf invariant of the generalized Hopf
construction.
We close the paper applying the Gray’s construction ◦ (called the
Theriault product) to a sequence X1, . . . , Xn of simply connected co-H-
spaces to obtain a higher Gray–Whitehead product map
wn : Σ
n−2(X1 ◦ · · · ◦Xn)→ T1(X1, . . . , Xn),
where T1(X1, . . . , Xn) is the fat wedge of X1, . . . , Xn.
Introduction
Porter [19] has generalized the Hardie’s construction from [13] and intro-
duced the notion of the nth order generalized Whitehead product of maps
αi : ΣAi → X for i = 1, . . . , n, with n ≥ 2 which is very useful in many
mathematical constructions. For example, given a simplicial complex K on
n vertices, Davis and Januszkiewicz [7] have associated two fundamental
objects of toric topology: the moment–angle complex ZK and the Davis–
Januszkiewicz space DJK . The homotopy fibration sequence
ZK
ω˜
−→ DJK →
n∏
i=1
CP∞
and its generalization have been studied in [10] and [14], respectively to show
that ω˜ : ZK → DJK is a sum of higher and iterated Whitehead products
for appropriate complexes K.
Next, let F(Rn+1,m) be the Euclidean ordered configuration space. By
Salvatore [25, Theorem 7], the homotopy type of F(Rn+1,m) for n ≥ 2
admits a minimal cellular model
∗ = X0 ⊆ Xn ⊆ X2n ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xmn
whose cells are attached via higher order Whitehead products.
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Hardie [13] has made use of the reduced product spaces Jm(X), defined
by James in [15], to study the interior Whitehead product of maps αi :
S
ki → Jmi(X) with ki,mi ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n as an element 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 ∈
πk−1(Jm(X)), where k = k1+· · ·+kn andm = m1+· · ·+mn− min
1≤i≤n
{mi}. In
addition, by means of the generalized Hopf construction from [12], for a given
map F : Sk1 × · · · × Skn → J(X) strongly of type (α1, . . . , αn)
m−1, Hardie
has defined an element c(F ) ∈ πk+1(ΣX) and in particular, an element of
order p in π2p(S
3) analysed in [13].
The main result on the triple spherical Whitehead product from [11] has
been generalized in [8] into suspensions. After necessary prerequisites exhib-
ited in Section 1, we extend the notion of the exterior Whitehead product for
maps αi : ΣAi → Xi for i = 1, . . . , n, where ΣAi is the reduced suspension
of Ai and then, for the interior product with Xi = Jmi(X) as well. Next,
some properties of these products are presented in Section 2.
James has shown [16] that, with the exception of the toric constructions
of Toda [27], the usual procedures for the construction of generators of ho-
motopy groups of spheres give rise to no more elements that can be obtained
by the Hopf construction together with the operation of composition (the
Toda bracket). We follow Hardie [12] to adapt the necessary results on gen-
eralized Hopf construction. First, we list in Section 3.1 some properties of
the separation map d(u, v) : ΣA→ Y of maps u, v : Cf → Y defined on the
mapping cone Cf and studied in [28], for a given map f : A → X. Then,
the main result stated in Theorem 3.10 generalizes [12, Theorem 1.10] and
concerns to the Hopf invariant of the generalized Hopf construction.
Recently, Gray has defined in [9] a functor ◦ (called the Theriault product)
in the category CO of simply-connected co-H-spaces and co-H-maps, and
also a natural transformation X ◦ Y → X ∨ Y generalizing the Whitehead
product map.
In Section 3.2, we close the paper making use of the Gray’s construc-
tion [9] to a sequence X1, . . . ,Xn of simply-connected co-H-spaces and a
fiber sequence from [20] (as in the paper [10]) to obtain a higher Gray–
Whitehead product map wn : Σ
n−2(X1 ◦ · · · ◦Xn)→ T1(X1, . . . ,Xn), where
T1(X1, . . . ,Xn) is the fat wedge of X1, . . . ,Xn. The map wn is used to intro-
duce higher order Whitehead product for maps defined on co-H-spaces. Its
basic properties and applications extending those from [9] will be presented
in a forthcoming paper.
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Finally, we discuss some connections, via the interior Whitehead prod-
uct, of the James construction with the symmetric product and then with
projective spaces FPn, for F = R,C or H as well.
Acknowledgement. The authors would like to warmly thank Michael J. Hop-
kins for his helpful conversations on the maps Jn(S
2) → CPn studied in
Section 3.2. The first author is indebted to the Institute for Mathematical
Sciences, the National University of Singapore for a support to attend the
Conference Combinatorial and Toric Homotopy (Singapore, August 23–29,
2015) in honour of Frederick Cohen and present main results of this paper.
1. James construction and Hopf invariant
In this work all spaces are based, have the homotopy type of a CW -
complex and we do not distinguish between a based map and its homotopy
class. Given a well-pointed Hausdorff space (X, ∗), the James construction
J(X) is the free associative monoid on X with ∗ as unit. More precisely,
from [15], for each n ≥ 1 let Jn(X) be the quotient of X ×
×n
· · · ×X, where
(x1, . . . , xn) ∼ (x
′
1, . . . , x
′
n) provided they are equal after removing any oc-
currence of ∗. Then, J(X) = lim−→Jn(X), where X = J1(X) ⊆ J2(X) ⊆ · · · ⊆
Jn(X) ⊆ Jn+1(X) ⊆ · · · is the James filtration. Given f : X → Y , there are
maps Jn(f) : Jn(X)→ Jn(Y ) for n ≥ 1 and J(f) : J(X)→ J(Y ). Further,
there are natural multiplication maps
µm,n(X) : Jm(X)× Jn(X)→ Jm+n(X)
and
µ(X) : J(X) × J(X)→ J(X)
defined by the juxtaposition.
Let ηX : X → ΩΣX and εX : ΣΩX → X be the canonical maps deter-
mined by the pair of adjoint functors Σ and Ω.
By [30, Chapter VII], there is a canonical multiplicative extension
X
ηX
//
 _

ΩΣX
≃

J(X)
φ¯X
//❴❴❴❴❴ Ω′ΣX,
where Ω′X denotes the Moore loop space of X. Consequently, there is
a homotopy equivalence φX : J(X)
≃
−→ ΩΣX with the adjoint map ψX :
ΣJ(X) → ΣX. Writing π(X,Y ) for the set of homotopy classes of maps
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from X to Y, we have a commutative diagram
π(A, J(X))
φX∗
//
Σ

π(A,ΩΣX)
Adj≈

π(ΣA,ΣJ(X))
ψX∗
// π(ΣA,ΣX)
for any pointed space A. Also, by [15] there is a homotopy equivalence
ΣΩΣX
≃
−→
∨
m≥1
ΣX∧m,
where X∧m denotes the iterated smash product X ∧
×m
· · · ∧X. Then, for each
m ≥ 1 consider the composition
ΣΩΣX
≃
−→
∨
m≥1
ΣX∧m
pm
−−→ ΣX∧m
where pm :
∨
m≥1
ΣX∧m → ΣX∧m is the projection map.
By the adjointness, we obtain the mth Hopf–James invariant
Hm : ΩΣX → ΩΣX
∧m
which induces (again by the adjointness) a map
hm : π(ΣA,ΣX)→ π(ΣA,ΣX
∧m) (1)
for any pointed space A.
Recall that:
1. εΣXΣηX = idΣX ;
2. ψX = εΣXΣφX ;
3. φX = (ΩψX)ηJ(X);
4. φXjX = ηX ;
5. ψXΣjX = idΣX ,
for the embedding map jX : X →֒ J(X).
Now, let q : J(X) → J(X∧m) be the combinatorial extension (see e.g.,
[6] for its construction) of the quotient map qm : (Jm(X), Jm−1(X)) →
(X∧m, ∗) which collapses Jm−1(X) to ∗ for m ≥ 1. Given a map f : ΣA→
ΣX, we write f˜ = (Ωf)ηA and get the following formula for the Hopf–James
invariant:
hm(f) = εΣX∧m(ΣφX∧mqφ
−1
X )(ΣΩf)ΣηA = ψX∧m(Σqφ
−1
X )Σf˜ . (2)
2. Generalized exterior and interior products
Given the spaces X1, . . . ,Xn, write X = (X1, . . . ,Xn). Let Ti(X) be
the subspace of X1 × · · · × Xn consisting of those points with at least i
coordinates at base points. In particular, T0(X) = X1 × · · · × Xn and
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Tn−1(X) = X1∨· · ·∨Xn. Denote by Λ(X) the smash product X1∧· · ·∧Xn.
Notice that for or maps αi : Xi → Yi with i = 1, . . . , n, the induced map
α1 × · · · × αn : T0(X)→ T0(Y ) restricts to maps
Ti(α) : Ti(X)→ Ti(Y )
for i = 1, . . . , n, where α = (α1, . . . , αn).
Given a space X, write CX for the cone of X and notice that there is
a canonical embedding ιX : X →֒ CX. According to [19, Theorem (2.3)]
there is a (up to homotopy) pushout
Σn−1Λ(A)
 _

ωn
// T1(ΣA) _

CΣn−1Λ(A)
Ωn
// T0(ΣA).
(3)
Hence, we have the cofibre sequence
Σn−1Λ(A)
ωn−→ T1(ΣA) →֒ T0(ΣA)
and write
νωn : T1(ΣA) ∪ωn CΣ
n−1Λ(A)
≃
−→ T0(ΣA)
for a homotopy equivalence. This yields the commutative (up to homotopy)
square
CΣn−1Λ(A)
p

Ωn
// T0(ΣA)
s

ΣnΛ(A)
λ
// Λ(ΣA),
(4)
where λ : ΣnΛ(A)
≃
−→ Λ(ΣA) is a homotopy equivalence.
Definition 2.1. The exterior Whitehead product {α1, . . . , αn} of maps αi :
ΣAi → Xi for i = 1, . . . , n with n ≥ 2 is the composition
T1(α)ωn : Σ
n−1Λ(A)→ T1(X).
IfAi = S
mi is themi-sphere withmi ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n then {α1, . . . , αn}
has been defined by Hardie in [13]. In the sequel, we refer to such a product
as the spherical one.
From the above, we derive that {α1, . . . , αn} = 0 if and only if there is a
map T ′ : T0(ΣA)→ T1(X) such that the triangle
T1(ΣA) _

T1(α)
// T1(X)
T0(ΣA)
T ′
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
commutes (up to homotopy).
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Proposition 2.2. Let αi : ΣAi → Xi be maps for i = 1, . . . , n.
(1) If αi0 = 0 for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n then
{α1, . . . , αi0−1, 0, αi0+1, . . . , αn} = 0;
(2) Σ∗{α1, . . . , αn} = 0, where Σ∗ is the suspension homomorphism.
Proof. (1): In virtue of Proposition 2.5(1), we can suppose that i0 = 1.
Define T ′ : T0(ΣA) → T1(X) by T
′(a1, . . . , an) = T1(α)(∗, a2, . . . , an) for
any (a1, . . . , an) ∈ T0(ΣA). Then, T
′ is an extension (up to homotopy) of
T1(α) and the result follows.
(2): this is a direct consequence of [19, Corollary (4)]. 
We present below some further straightforward properties of the exterior
Whitehead product and follow [13] to generalize the interior one. First, in
view of [19, Definition (2.10)], we say that two maps f, g : T1(ΣA) → X
are compatible off the ith coordinate if they coincide on T
(i)
0 (ΣA), where
T
(i)
0 (ΣA) = ΣA1×· · ·×ΣAi−1×ΣAi+1×· · ·×ΣAn is canonically embedded
into T1(ΣA) for i = 1, . . . , n.
In addition, if Ai0 is a co-H-group with a comultiplication νi0 : Ai0 →
Ai0 ∨Ai0 then we follow [19, Definition (2.11)] to define:
(f +(i0) g)((t1, a1), . . . , (ti0 , ai0), . . . , (tn, an))
=
{
f((t1, a1), . . . , (ti0 , a
′
i0
), . . . , (tn, an)), if νi0(ai0) = (a
′
i0
, ∗);
g((t1, a1), . . . , (ti0 , a
′′
i0
), . . . , (tn, an)), if νi0(ai0) = (∗, a
′′
i0
).
Suppose that there are maps T1(α
′), T1(α
′′) : T1(ΣA) → T1(X) with
α′ = (α1, . . . , α
′
i0
, . . . , αn) and α
′′ = (α1, . . . , α
′′
i0
, . . . , αn) which are clearly
compatible off the i0
th coordinate. Then, T1(α
′) +(i0) T1(α
′′) is defined and
by means of an appropriate version of [19, Theorem (2.13)], we can state:
Proposition 2.3. If αi : ΣAi → Xi are maps for i = 1, . . . , n and Ai0
is a co-H-group for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n then the exterior Whitehead product
satisfies:
(1) {α1, . . . , α
′
i0
, . . . , αn}+{α1, . . . , α
′′
i0
, . . . , αn} = {α1, . . . , α
′
i0
+α′′i0 , . . . , αn};
(2) {α1, . . . ,−αi0 , . . . , αn} = −{α1, . . . , αn}.
Certainly, item (2) above is easily deduced from item (1).
We note that Proposition 2.3 has been shown in [13] for the spherical case
using the star product ⋆ studied in [5].
Let θi : Xi →֒ T2(X) and Ψ
(i)
1 : T
(i)
1 (X) →֒ T2(X) for i = 1, . . . , n be
the canonical embeddings. Given αi : ΣAi → Xi, we can consider the
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compositions θiαi and Ψ
(i)
1 {α1, . . . , αn}
(i), explicitly defined by
ΣAi
αi−→ Xi ֒
θi−→ T2(X)
and
Σn−2Λ(i)(A)
ω
(i)
n−−→ T
(i)
1 (ΣA)
T
(i)
1 (α)−−−−→ T
(i)
1 (X) ֒
Ψ
(i)
1−−→ T2(X)
for i = 1, . . . , n, respectively.
Remark 2.4. In the sequel, given a permutation σ ∈ Sn of the set {1, . . . , n}
we write
σˆ : A1 ∧ · · · ∧An
≈
−→ Aσ(1) ∧ · · · ∧Aσ(n)
for the associated homeomorphism.
Following the results from [13, Section 2] on the spherical exterior White-
head product and the generalized [8, Lemma 4.1] boundary Nakaoka–Toda
operation formula [18, Lemma (1.2)], we may state:
Proposition 2.5. (1) If σ ∈ Sn is a permutation then
(Σn−1σˆ)∗{ασ(1), . . . , ασ(n)} = σ¯{α1, . . . , αn}
where σ¯ : T1(X)
≈
−→ T1(σX) is the homeomorphism induced by σ.
(2) The exterior Whitehead product satisfies the Jacobi identity
n∑
i=1
(Σn−2σˆi)
∗[θiαi,Ψ
(i)
1 {α1, . . . , αn}
(i)] = 0
in π(Σn−2Λ(A), T2(X)) where σˆi : Ai ∧ Λ
(i)(A)
≈
−→ Λ(A) is induced
by an appropriate σi ∈ Sn for i = 1, . . . , n.
(3) If fi : Xi → Yi are maps for i = 1, . . . , n then
{f1α1, . . . , fnαn} = T1(f){α1, . . . , αn},
where T1(f) : T1(X)→ T1(Y ).
(4) Let βi : Bi → Ai and αi : ΣAi → Xi be any maps for i = 1, . . . , n.
Then, the following Whitehead identity holds (cf. [13, (2.4)] and [29,
(3.59)]):
{α1Σβ1, . . . , αnΣβn} = {α1, . . . , αn}Σ
n−1(β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βn).
The Jacobi identity stated in Proposition 2.5(2) has been also considered
in [14, Corollary 1.9] with a different approach.
Let Jn(X) be the n
th stage of the James construction J(X) of a topo-
logical space X. Given mi ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n with n ≥ 2, write m =
(m1, . . . ,mn) and let Jm(X) = (Jm1(X), . . . , Jmn(X)). Set m
′ = m1 +
· · · + mn and m
′′ = m′ − min
1≤i≤n
{mi} and note that there is an inclusion
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Jm′′(X) →֒ Jm′(X). Next, consider the canonical multiplication µm(X) :
T0(Jm(X))→ Jm′(X) which restricts to a map
µm(X)|T1(Jm(X)) : T1(Jm(X))→ Jm′′(X)
commuting the diagram
T1(Jm(X))
µm(X)|T1(Jm(X))
//
 _

Jm′′(X) _

T0(Jm(X))
µm(X)
// Jm′(X).
Definition 2.6. The interior Whitehead product 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 of maps αi :
ΣAi → Jmi(X) for i = 1, . . . , n is the composition
Σn−1Λ(A)
{α1,...,αn}
−−−−−−→ T1(Jm(X))
µm(X)|T1(Jm(X))
−−−−−−−−−−−→ Jm′′(X),
and thus 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 ∈ π(Σ
n−1Λ(A), Jm′′(X)).
Now, consider the composite maps α′i : ΣAi
αi−→ Jmi(X) →֒ Jm′′(X)
for i = 1, . . . , n. Then, notice that 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 represents an element of
the higher order Whitehead product [α′1, . . . , α
′
n] considered in [19]. Thus,
applying [19, Theorem (2.1)] for any map f : Jm′′(X)→ Y it follows that
f∗〈α1, . . . , αn〉 ∈ f∗[α
′
1, . . . , α
′
n] ⊆ [fα
′
1, . . . , fα
′
n]. (5)
The following properties of the interior Whitehead product are easily
obtained from Proposition 2.5.
Corollary 2.7. (1) Let σ ∈ Sn be a permutation of the set {1, . . . , n}. Then
〈ασ(1), . . . , ασ(n)〉 = (Σ
n−1σˆ)∗〈α1, . . . , αn〉,
where σˆ : Λ(A)
≈
−→ Λ(σA) is the associated homeomorphism.
(2) Denote by δi : Jmi(X) →֒ Jm∗(X) the inclusions for i = 1, . . . , n,
where m∗ = m′ − min
j<k
{mj +mk}. The interior Whitehead product
satisfies the Jacobi identity
n∑
i=1
(Σn−2σˆi)
∗[δiαi, 〈α1, . . . , αn〉
(i)] = 0
as an element of π(Σn−2Λ(A), Jm∗(X)).
(3) If f : X → Y is any map then
〈Jm1(f)α1, . . . , Jmn(f)αn〉 = Jm′′(f)〈α1, . . . , αn〉.
(4) The following Whitehead identity holds:
〈α1Σβ1, . . . , αnΣβn〉 = 〈α1, . . . , αn〉Σ
n−1(β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βn).
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Remark 2.8. If n = 2, Corollary 2.7(2) is the result stated in [1, Theo-
rem (5.4)] and [23, Theorem 1] (corrected in [24]).
3. Generalized Hopf construction
Let A = (A1, . . . , An) be a n-tuple of pointed spaces. From [22, Satz 19]
there is a homotopy equivalence ΣT0(A)
≃
−→
∨
N
Σ
∧
i∈N
Ai, where N runs
through all non-empty subsets of the set {1, . . . , n}. By the other hand,
Hardie has constructed in [12] a particular homotopy equivalence which pos-
sesses some useful properties. The Hardie’s construction uses a right lexico-
graphic order between some subsets N . More precisely, for each i = 1, . . . , n
let ci =
(
n
i
)
be the binomial coefficient. For k = 1, . . . , ci, denote by Ni,k
the kth subset of cardinality i in the ordered sequence
{1, . . . , i} < · · · < {n− (i− 1), . . . , n − 1, n}.
Let W (A) =
∨
N
Σ
∧
i∈N
Ai. Following [12, (2.2)] and making use of the
co-H-structure on ΣT0(A), we define
θ =
n∑
i=1
ci∑
k=1
θi,k : ΣT0(A)→W (A),
where
θi,k : ΣT0(A)→ Σ
∧
j∈Ni,k
Aj →֒ W (A)
is determined by suspending the collapsing map T0(A) →
∧
j∈Ni,k
Aj and
composing with the inclusion map Σ
∧
j∈Ni,k
Aj →֒W (A).
Theorem 3.1 ([12, Theorem 2.3] (cf. [22, Satz 19])). The map θ : ΣT0(A)→
W (A) is a homotopy equivalence.
Recall that given any based map F : A1×A2 → Z, the Hopf construction
on F leads to a map H(F ) : Σ(A1 ∧ A2) → ΣZ which is given by the
composition
Σ(A1 ∧A2)
δ
−→ Σ(A1 ×A2)
ΣF
−−→ ΣZ,
where δ : Σ(A1 ∧A2)→ Σ(A1 ×A2) is determined by the canonical section
of the cofibration Σ(A1 ∨A2)
  // Σ(A1 ×A2) // Σ(A1 ∧A1).
δ
tt ❱❬❴❝❤
Denoting by ı : ΣΛ(A) →֒ W (A) the obvious inclusion, the composite
map
δ : ΣΛ(A) ֒
ı
−→W (A)
θ−1
−−→ ΣT0(A)
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yields a section of the cofibration
ΣT1(A)
  // ΣT0(A) // ΣΛ(A)
δ
uu ❙❴❦
which leads to a homotopy equivalence
ΣT1(A) ∨ ΣΛ(A)
≃
−→ ΣT0(A).
For the n-tuple ΣA, the map δ : ΣΛ(ΣA) → ΣT0(ΣA) might be also
described as follows. Given any map f : A → X, we have a cofibration
X →֒ Cf → ΣA, where Cf is the mapping cone of f . Write iX : X →֒
Cf and iCA : CA → Cf for the canonical maps, τ1 : CΣf
≈
−→ ΣCf and
τ2 : CΣA
≈
−→ ΣCA for the canonical homeomorphisms. Thus, τ1iCΣA =
(ΣiCA)τ2 : CΣA→ ΣCf .
Notice that for the constant map c : A → ∗ there is a canonical homeo-
morphism νc : Cc
≈
−→ ΣA. Next, given a commutative square
A′
f ′
//
α

X ′
β

A
f
// X,
(6)
the universal properties of the mapping cones Cf ′ and Cf lead to a map
γ(f ′, f) : Cf ′ → Cf with γ(f
′, f)iX′ = iXβ and γ(f
′, f)iCA′ = iCACα.
Further, the diagram
X ′
 
iX′
//
β

Cf ′
piX′
//
γ(f ′,f)

ΣA′
Σα

X
  iX // Cf
piX
// ΣA
(7)
commutes, where πX′ : Cf ′ → ΣA
′ and πX : Cf → ΣA are the projection
maps.
Now, because of a section ΣT0(ΣA) → ΣT1(ΣA) for the inclusion map
ΣT1(ΣA) →֒ ΣT0(ΣA), the map Σωn : Σ
nΛ(A)→ ΣT1(ΣA) is trivial (cf. [19,
Corollary (4)]). Consequently, there is a commutative diagram (up to ho-
motopy)
Λ(ΣA)
λ−1

c
// ∗

ΣnΛ(A)
Σωn
// ΣT1(ΣA),
(8)
where λ : ΣnΛ(A)
≃
−→ Λ(ΣA) is given by (4). It follows from diagrams (6)
and (7) that there is a map γ(c,Σωn) : Cc → CΣωn which yields
τ : ΣΛ(ΣA)
ν−1c−−→ Cc
γ(c,Σωn)
−−−−−→ CΣωn
τ1−→ ΣCωn
Σνωn−−−→ ΣT0(ΣA). (9)
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Hence, we have got:
Proposition 3.2. The maps δ, τ : ΣΛ(ΣA)→ ΣT0(ΣA) coincide.
The generalized Hopf construction on a based map F : T0(A)→ Z is the
composition
H(F ) : ΣΛ(A) ֒
ı
−→W (A)
θ−1
−−→ ΣT0(A)
ΣF
−−→ ΣZ.
In particular, for Z = J(X) Hardie has defined in [12] the element
c(F ) = ψXH(F ) ∈ π(ΣΛ(A),ΣX).
By the adjointness, we obtain
c˜(F ) ∈ π(Λ(A),ΩΣX).
From (1), for each m ≥ 1, we have
hm(c(F )) ∈ π(ΣΛ(A),ΣX
∧m)
and by (2), it holds
hm(c(F )) = ψX∧m(Σqφ
−1
X )Σc˜(F ). (10)
Given based maps αi : Ai → J(X) for i = 1, . . . , n, let F
′ = µ(X)T0(α) :
T0(A)→ J(X). From [12, Corollary 3.4], c(F
′) : ΣΛ(A)→ ΣX is trivial.
3.1. Separation map. Given a map f : A→ X, suppose that u, v : Cf →
Y are maps such that uiX = viX . From [28, Section 3], there is a map
w : ΣA→ Y defined by
w(a, t) =
{
u(a, 2t), if 0 ≤ t ≤ 12 ,
v(a, 2 − 2t), if 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
for (a, t) ∈ ΣA, called the separation map of u, v and denoted by d(u, v).
Remark 3.3. If p1, p2 : CA→ ΣA are given by p1(a, t) = (a,
t
2) and p2(a, t) =
(a, 2−t2 ) for a ∈ A and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the separation map w = d(u, v) satisfies
wp1 = uiCA and wp2 = viCA. Further, the map w : ΣA → Y is uniquely
determined by these two properties.
Lemma 3.4. If u, v : ΣA→ Y then d(uνc, vνc) = u− v.
Proof. If u, v : ΣA → Y then uνc, vνc : Cc → Y satisfy uνciX = vνciX and
so w = d(uνc, vνc) is defined. Thus, for any (a, t) ∈ ΣA it holds
w(a, t) =
{
wp1(a, 2t) = uνciCA(a, 2t) = u(a, 2t), if 0 ≤ t ≤
1
2 ,
wp2(a, 2 − 2t) = vνciCA(a, 2− 2t) = v(a, 2 − 2t), if
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1,
= (u− v)(a, t).
Hence, d(uνc, vνc) = u− v : ΣA→ Y and the result follows. 
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If f ′ : A′ → X ′, f : A → X and u, v : Cf → Y satisfy uiX = viX such
that w = d(u, v) : ΣA → Y is defined, then it is clear that uγ(f ′, f)iX′ =
vγ(f ′, f)iX′ and w
′ = d(uγ(f ′, f), vγ(f ′, f)) : ΣA′ → Y is defined as well.
To simplify notation, we write simply γ for γ(f ′, f) in the rest of the paper.
We claim that:
Lemma 3.5. d(uγ, vγ) = d(u, v)Σα.
Proof. The separation maps d(u, v) and d(uγ, vγ) are defined by means of
w(a, t) =
{
u(a, 2t), if 0 ≤ t ≤ 12 ,
v(a, 2 − 2t), if 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
for (a, t) ∈ ΣA and
w′(a′, t) =
{
uγ(a′, 2t), if 0 ≤ t ≤ 12 ,
vγ(a′, 2− 2t), if 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
for (a′, t) ∈ ΣA′, respectively. Then,
(wΣα)(a′, t) =
{
u(α(a′), 2t), if 0 ≤ t ≤ 12 ,
v(α(a′), 2− 2t), if 12 ≤ t ≤ 1
for (a′, t) ∈ ΣA′. Because γiCA′ = iCACα, we derive that w
′ = wΣα and
the proof follows. 
Denote by σ˜ : Σ2A
≈
−→ Σ2A the homeomorphism defined by (s, (s′, a)) 7→
(s′, (s, a)) and notice that fσ˜ = −f for any map f : Σ2A → X. Since
u′ = (Σu)τ1 and v
′ = (Σv)τ1 : CΣf → ΣY satisfy u
′iΣX = v
′iΣX the map
w′ = d(u′, v′) : Σ2A → ΣY is defined and satisfies w′p′1 = u
′iCΣA and
w′p′2 = v
′iCΣA, where p
′
1, p
′
2 : CΣA→ Σ
2A are maps as in Remark 3.3.
Then, we can state (cf. [12, Lemma 4.1]):
Lemma 3.6. d((Σu)τ1, (Σv)τ1) = (Σd(u, v))σ˜.
Proof. Just observe that (Σp1)τ2 = σ˜p
′
1 and then the equalities w
′p′1 =
(Σu)τ1iCΣA = Σu(ΣiCA)τ2 = (Σwp1)τ2 = (Σw)σ˜p
′
1 and similarly w
′p′2 =
(Σw)σ˜p′2 imply the result. 
Next, if u, v : T0(ΣA) → Y coincide on T1(ΣA) then there exist the
separation maps d(uνωn , vνωn) : Σ
nΛ(A)→ Y and d(Σ(uνωn)τ1,Σ(vνωn)τ1) :
Σn+1Λ(A)→ ΣY . Thus, the diagram (8), Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 lead to:
Corollary 3.7. If γ = γ(c,Σωn) : Cc → CΣωn then
d(Σ(uνωn)τ1γ,Σ(vνωn)τ1γ) = (Σd(u, v))σ˜Σλ
−1
in π(ΣΛ(ΣA),ΣY ).
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To state the main result of this section, we recall from [12] the notion of
a map of a strongly type.
Definition 3.8. Given αi : Ai → Jmi(X) for i = 1, . . . , n, we say that
F : T0(A)→ J(X) is strongly of type (α1, . . . , αn)
k if its image is contained
in Jk(X) and coincides on T1(A) with F
′ = µm(X)T0(α) : T0(A)→ Jm(X),
where α = (α1, . . . , αn), m = (m1, . . . ,mn) and m = m1 + · · ·+mn.
Lemma 3.9 (cf. [12, Theorem 1.8]). Let F : T0(ΣA) → J(X) be a map
strongly of some type. Then φXd(F
′νωn , Fνωn)λ
−1 = c˜(F ).
Proof. Let F ′ : T0(ΣA) → J(X) be a map as in Definition 3.8 and let
γ = γ(c,Σωn) : Cc → CΣωn as in Corollary 3.7. By (9) and Proposition 3.2,
(Σνωn)τ1γν
−1
c = τ = δ. Then,
ψX(Σd(F
′νωn , Fνωn))σ˜Σλ
−1
= ψXd(Σ(F
′νωn)τ1,Σ(Fνωn)τ1)Σλ
−1
= ψXd(Σ(F
′νωn)τ1γ,Σ(Fνωn)τ1γ)
= d(ψX (ΣF
′)(Σνωn)τ1γν
−1
c νc, ψX(ΣF )(Σνωn)τ1γν
−1
c νc)
= d(c(F ′)νc, c(F )νc)
= c(F ′)− c(F ).
Since (Σd(F ′νωn , Fνωn))σ˜ = −Σd(F
′νωn , Fνωn) and c(F
′) = ∗ ([12, Corol-
lary 3.4]), we get ψX(Σd(F
′νωn , Fνωn))Σλ
−1 = c(F ) which certainly implies
φXd(F
′νωn , Fνωn)λ
−1 = c˜(F ).
This completes the proof. 
We finish this section with a generalization of [12, Theorem 1.10] as the
main result.
Let qm : (Jm(X), Jm−1(X))→ (X
∧m, ∗) be the quotient map and denote
by q : J(X) → J(X∧m) its combinatorial extension. Given αi : ΣAi →
Jmi(X) for i = 1, . . . , n, we obtain the maps
ΣAi
αi−→ Jmi(X)
qmi−−→ X∧mi
and the suspension of their smash products leads to
Σ(qm1α1 ∧ · · · ∧ qmnαn) : Σ
n+1Λ(A)→ ΣX∧m,
where m = m1 + · · ·+mn.
Theorem 3.10. If αi ∈ π(ΣAi, Jmi(X)) for i = 1, . . . , n and F : T0(ΣA)→
J(X) is strongly of type (α1, . . . , αn)
m−1 then
hm(c(F )) = Σ(qm1α1 ∧ · · · ∧ qmnαn).
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Proof. In view of (10) and Lemma 3.9, we have
hm(c(F )) = ψX∧mΣ(qφ
−1
X )Σc˜(F )
= ψX∧mΣ(qφ
−1
X )Σ(φXd(F
′νωn , Fνωn)λ
−1)
= ψX∧m(Σd(qF
′νωn , qFνωn))Σλ
−1.
Since F (T0(ΣA)) ⊆ Jm−1(X) and q is the combinatorial extension of qm then
qFνωn = ∗. So w = d(qF
′νωn , qFνωn) : Σ
nΛ(A) → J(X∧m) satisfies wp1 =
qF ′Ωn and wp2 = ∗. Consequently, there exists w
′ = w such that w′p =
qF ′Ωn, where p : CΣ
n−1Λ(A)→ ΣnΛ(A) is the map from diagram (4).
Next, consider the following commutative diagram
CΣn−1Λ(A)
Ωn
//
p

T0(ΣA)
F ′
//
s

Jm(X)
  //
qm

J(X)
q

ΣnΛ(A)
λ
//
89 :;
w′
OO
Λ(ΣA)
F ′′
// X∧m
 
jX∧m
// J(X∧m),
where F ′′ is determined by F ′′s = qmF
′ and the other maps were already
defined in the text. Hence, hm(c(F )) = ψX∧m(Σd(qF
′νωn , qFνωn))Σλ
−1 =
ψX∧m(ΣjX∧mF
′′λ)Σλ−1 = ψX∧m(ΣjX∧mF
′′) = ΣF ′′.
Since F ′ = µm(X)T0(α), the commutativity of the diagram
T0(Jm(X))
T0(qm)

µm(X)
// Jm(X)
qm
oo
T0(ΣA)
T0(qm)T0(α)
//
s

T0(α)
//
T0(X
∧m)
s

Λ(ΣA)
F ′′
// X∧m
where qm = (qm1 , . . . , qmn) finishes the proof. 
Let αi : ΣAi → X be maps for i = 1, . . . , n. If 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 = 0 then
there is a map F : T0(ΣA)→ J(X) strongly of type (α1, . . . , αn)
n−1. Thus,
the generalized Hopf construction yields a map c(F ) : ΣΛ(ΣA) → ΣX and
Theorem 3.10 supplies a criterion to check if the map c(F ) is non-trivial.
3.2. Miscellanea. Fix n ≥ 2 and suppose Ai = A for i = 1, . . . , n. Denote
by idΣA : ΣA → J1(ΣA) the identity map and by ρn(ΣA) : T0(ΣA) →
Jn(ΣA) the quotient map. For the sequences m = (1, ×n. . . , 1) and idΣA =
(idΣA, ×n. . . , idΣA) the map ρn(ΣA) factorizes as
ρn(ΣA) : T0(ΣA)
T0(idΣA)
−−−−−→ T0(Jm(ΣA))
µm(ΣA)
−−−−−→ Jn(ΣA)
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and restricts to ρn(ΣA)|T1(ΣA) : T1(ΣA) → Jn−1(ΣA). This leads to a (up
to homotopy) pushout
T1(ΣA)
ρn(ΣA)|T1(ΣA)
//
 _

Jn−1(ΣA) _

T0(ΣA)
ρn(ΣA)
// Jn(ΣA).
Taking into account the pushout diagram (3), we get a (up to homotopy)
pushout
Σn−1Λ(A)
〈idΣA,×n... ,idΣA〉
//
 _

Jn−1(ΣA) _

CΣn−1Λ(A)
ρn(ΣA)Ωn
// Jn(ΣA)
(11)
which yields the following result ([31, Proposition 1.1.1]):
Proposition 3.11. Let A be a pointed space. Then there is a (functorial)
cofibre sequence
Σn−1Λ(A)
ρn(ΣA)|T1(ΣA)ωn−−−−−−−−−−−→ Jn−1(ΣA) →֒ Jn(ΣA).
Thus, the cofibre sequence
Jn−1(ΣA) →֒ Jn(ΣA)→ Λ(ΣA)
is principal.
Given simply-connected co-H-spaces X1,X2, Gray [9] has defined the
Theriault product X1 ◦X2 being a retraction of Σ(ΩX1 ∧ΩX2). If
X1 ◦X2
ζ
−→ Σ(ΩX1 ∧ΩX2)
κ
−→ X1 ◦X2
are maps with κζ = idX1◦X2 then the homotopy fibration
Σ(ΩX1 ∧ΩX2)
w
−→ X1 ∨X2 →֒ X1 ×X2
determines a natural transformation
w2 : X1 ◦X2
ζ
−→ Σ(ΩX1 ∧ ΩX2)
w
−→ X1 ∨X2
generalizing the Whitehead product map.
We make use of the Theriault product to define the higher order Gray–
Whitehead product for co-H-spaces X1, . . . ,Xn. As in [10, Section 3], we
start recalling that Porter [20, Theorem 1] has shown that there is a homo-
topy fibration
Σn−1Λ(ΩX)→ T1(X) →֒ T0(X).
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Because Xi are co-H-spaces, there are coretractions νi : Xi → ΣΩXi for
i = 1, . . . , n. Define the higher Gray–Whitehead product map
wn : (X1 ◦X2) ∧X3 ∧ · · · ∧Xn → T1(X)
as the composite
(X1 ◦X2) ∧X3 ∧ · · · ∧Xn
ζ∧ν3∧···∧νn
−−−−−−−→
Σ(ΩX1 ∧ ΩX2) ∧ ΣΩX3 ∧ · · · ∧ ΣΩXn = Σ
n−1Λ(ΩX)→ T1(X).
Notice that, by means of the above, basic results presented in previous
sections might be generalized replacing suspended spaces by co-H-spaces.
Applying [9, Theorem 1], the inductive procedure shows that
(X1 ◦X2) ∧X3 ∧ · · · ∧Xn = Σ
n−2(X1 ◦ · · · ◦Xn)
and consequently
wn : Σ
n−2(X1 ◦ · · · ◦Xn)→ T1(X).
Now, we make use of the above for the spherical interior Whitehead prod-
uct. Let αi : S
ki → Sm be maps with m ≥ 2, ki ≥ 2 for i = 1, . . . , n and
n ≥ 2. Then, 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 = 0 in πk1+···+kn−1(Jn−1(S
m)) yields a map
F : Sk1 × · · · × Skn → J(Sm) and the generalized Hopf construction leads to
possibly a non-trivial map c(F ) : Sk1+···+kn+1 → Sm+1.
Next, write ιn = idSn , ιm,n : S
n →֒ Jm(S
n) for the canonical inclusion
maps and ηn ∈ πn+1(S
n) for generators with n ≥ 2.
Proposition 3.12. (1) The element 〈ιn, ×m. . . , ιn〉 is of infinite order provided
n is odd and m 6= 2 or n is even;
(2) πmn−1(Jm−1(S
n)) ≈ Z ⊕ πmn(S
n+1) and 〈ιn, ×m. . . , ιn〉 is a generator
of the infinite cyclic group;
(3) [ιm−2,n, 〈ιn,
×(m−1). . . . . . , ιn〉] = 0 if and only if n = 2 and m is an odd
prime; this element has order m otherwise;
(4) 〈η2η3η4, ι2, ι2, ι2〉 = 0 in π10(J3(S
2));
(5) 〈η2η3, ι2, ι2, ι2〉 = 0 in π9(J3(S
2));
(6) 〈η3, η3, ι3〉 = 0 in π10(J2(S
3)).
Proof. (1): follows from [4, 13, 26].
(2): follows from [4, 26].
(3): follows from [4, 13].
(4): follows from [13].
(5)–(6): we make use of the isomorphisms π9(S
2) ≈ Z3 and π10(S
3) ≈ Z15
and then follow mutatis mutandis the proof of (4). 
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Proposition 3.12(3) implies the existence of a map F strongly of type
(ιm−2,2, 〈ι2,
×(m−1). . . . . . , ι2〉)
m−2 for an odd prime m which yields, in view of [13,
Theorem 1.5], an element c(F ) of order m in π2m(S
3). Further, Propo-
sition 3.12(4)–(6) implies also the existence of maps F strongly of types
(η2η3η4, ι2, ι2, ι2)
3, (η2η3, ι2, ι2, ι2)
3 and (η3, η3, ι3)
2, respectively. Then, as
in [13, Corollary 1.4] in view of Theorem 3.10, we obtain non-zero elements
c(F ) of π12(S
3), π11(S
3) and π12(S
4), respectively.
Write SPn(X) for the n
th stage of the symmetric power of a space X for
n ≥ 1 and SP (X) = lim−→SPn(X). Because of the H-structure on SP (X),
the inclusion map X →֒ SP (X) extends to a map
u(X) : J(X)→ SP (X)
which leads to a sequence of maps un(X) : Jn(X) → SPn(X) for n ≥ 1.
Taking un−1(ΣA)〈idΣA, ×n. . . , idΣA〉 we get a (up to homotopy) pushout
Σn−1Λ(A)
un−1(ΣA)〈idΣA,×n... ,idΣA〉
//
 _

SPn−1(ΣA) _

CΣn−1Λ(A)
un(ΣA)ρn(ΣA)Ωn
// SPn(ΣA).
(12)
Notice that armed with the diagrams (11) and (12), the sequence of maps
un(ΣA) : Jn(ΣA) → SPn(ΣA) above for n ≥ 1 might be derived by the
inductive procedure as well.
In particular, this yields a sequence of maps un(S
1) : Jn(S
1) → SPn(S
1)
for n ≥ 1. On the other hand, the Segre map
RPm × RPn → RP (m+1)(n+1)−1
given by ([x0 : · · · :xm], [y0 : · · · : yn]) 7→ [x0y0 : · · · :xiyj : · · · :xmyn] leads to an
H-structure on the infinite real projective space RP∞. Thus, the inclusion
map S1 = RP 1 →֒ RP∞ extends to a map
v(S1) : J(S1) = ΩS2 → RP∞
which leads to a sequence of maps vn(S
1) : Jn(S
1) → RPn for n ≥ 1.
Further, the abelian H-structure on RP∞ yields the factorization
S
1   //
 _

RP∞
SP (S1)
::
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
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which in turn implies the sequence of maps ϕn(S
1) : SPn(S
1) → RPn with
commutative diagrams
Jn(S
1)
vn(S1)
//
un(S1)

RPn
SPn(S
1)
ϕn(S1)
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
for n ≥ 1. Because, by means of [17], the space SPn(S
1) has the homotopy
type of the circle S1, the induced homomorphisms πk(vn(S
1)) are trivial for
k > 1 and n ≥ 1.
Let now CPn be the complex projective n-space. By the projective Vie`te’s
Theorem (see e.g., [3]), it holds SPn(S
2) = CPn and we get a sequence of
maps un(S
2) : Jn(S
2) → CPn for n ≥ 1. Notice that these maps are also
determined by the H-structure (settled e.g., by the Segre map) on CP∞ and
the factorization
S
2   //
 _

CP∞
J(S2).
;;
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
Write γn : S
2n+1 → CPn for the quotient map and jn(C) : S
2 = CP 1 →֒ CPn
for the canonical inclusion. It is known from [2, Corollary 4.4] and [21, Corol-
lary 2] that the set [jn(C),
×(n+1). . . . . . , jn(C)] of (n+1)
th order Whitehead prod-
ucts contains a single element which is equal to (n + 1)! γn. Consequently,
by means of (5), for n ≥ 1 the map un(S
2) : Jn(S
2)→ CPn satisfies
un(S
2)〈ι2,
×(n+1). . . . . . , ι2〉 = [jn(C),
×(n+1). . . . . . , jn(C)] = (n+ 1)! γn.
Let now H be the quaternionic algebra and jn(H) : S
4 = HP 1 →֒ HPn
the canonical inclusion. Then, by [8, Remark 4.9(iii)], the higher order
Whitehead product [jn(H),
×(n+1). . . . . . , jn(H)] = ∅ for n ≥ 2. Hence, an exis-
tence of a map un(S
4) : Jn(S
4) → HPn with properties as above leads to a
contradiction un(S
4)〈ι4,
×(n+1). . . . . . , ι4〉 ∈ [jn(H),
×(n+1). . . . . . , jn(H)] = ∅.
Let αi : S
ki → S1 be maps with ki ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n and n ≥ 2. If
ki0 > 1 for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n then αi0 = 0 and certainly 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 = 0 in
πk1+···+kn−1(Jn−1(S
1)).
Next, consider maps αi : S
ki → X with ki ≥ 2 for i = 1, . . . , n and
n ≥ 2, where X = S2 or RP 2. Then, un−1(S
2)〈α1, . . . , αn〉 = 0 provided
k1+ · · ·+ kn < 2n. Further, by [3, Theorem 2], it holds SPn(RP
2) = RP 2n.
Hence, un−1(RP
2)〈α1, . . . , αn〉 = 0 provided k1 + · · ·+ kn < 2n − 1.
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We observe that [3, Theorem 2] also gives sequences of maps An(S
2) and
An(RP
2) for n ≥ 1, fitted together by the commutative diagrams
Jn(S
2)
An(S2)

// Jn(RP
2)
An(RP 2)

CPn // RP 2n.
In this sense, we close the paper with:
Conjecture 3.13. Let αi : S
ki → X be maps with ki ≥ 2 for i = 1, . . . , n
and n ≥ 2, where X = S2 or RP 2. If ki0 > 2 for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n then
〈α1, . . . , αn〉 = 0 in πk1+···+kn−1(Jn−1(X)).
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